Location
Pomona CA 91767

Industry
Healthcare

Room Types
Open Plan, Enclosed Offices,
Conferencing, Training,
Ancillary Space, Seating,
Square Footage
55,000

Furniture Lines Used
Priority, Collage, Beo, Bingo,
Boyd, Event, Villa, Dwell,
Pose, Xsite, Footprint, Hero,
Clairmont, Kimball By Design,
President Series, Definition,
Conferencing Solutions

Dealer
United Interiors
Design Firm
gkkworks

Pomona Valley Hospital and
Outpatient Pavilion

Health

The Company
Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center (PVHMC) is a
437-bed, fully accredited, acute care hospital serving
eastern Los Angeles and western San Bernardino counties.
The nationally recognized, not-for-profit Hospital is home
to four Centers of Excellence and offers a full-service
Emergency Department, Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
and Perinatal Center. The new Robert and Beverly Lewis
Outpatient Pavilion houses an outpatient surgery center
and rehabilitation services center. PVHMC also provides a
wide range of other outpatient services such as urgent care,
radiology and occupational health. The Hospital boasts a
wide range of awards and certifications resonating their
quality of care and level of service in the healthcare industry.

The Challenge
The historic Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center, more
than 100 years old, was too small to service the growing
community. In addition to adding the space the facility
currently lacked, PVHMC also wanted to rebrand its image
by providing a new building entrance that mirrored the
excellence of its healthcare service and reflected its heritage
and deep connection to the community. Because PVHMC
hadn’t taken on a large scale construction and interiors
project in years and although the architectural shell was
modern, they wanted a transitional aesthetic that would
last for generations to come. With this project, there were
budgetary constraints that came into play late in the process
in which Pomona Valley, gkkworks and Kimball Office had
to creatively brainstorm how to keep the aesthetic design
of the space alive without going over budget. Lastly, the
Hospital project proved to be a great test ground to see if
Pomona Valley and the community responded well to a new
aesthetic.

Challenge

The Solution
Kimball Office was introduced to Pomona Valley Health by
gkkworks and was brought in as the furniture solution for
the Hospital Reception and Visitor Center. Kimball Office
shadowed gkkwork’s design direction and also presented
options for the Outpatient Pavilion. Kimball Office broad
range of product options was able to support the diverse
look and functional requirement of the space.

“Timeless, contemporary classics is what first drew me to
Kimball Office and commitment and service is what keeps
bringing me back. Having spent an entire year developing
the master interior design standard and working closely with
senior leadership and project management team, I intuitively
felt that Kimball Office would be the right fit for a complete
furniture solution to fulfill all their departmental programming
needs,” stated Sean Kim, Director of Interior Design at
gkkworks.

For the CEO’s office, Kimball Office By Design provided
President series storage that was modified to work
modularly. The base cover molding and cornice was
specified on the top and bottom only, so it could appear
completely custom and as one piece. The President desk
was also a custom size. Pomona Valley chose President
and Definition for the Executive offices. Traditional in design,
these desking solutions provided the Private Office that the
executives welcomed and were similar in look and feel yet
slightly different in design. For the management offices,
Priority, in both wood and laminate were used to create a
space the best suited the needs of those individuals.

The stunning Board Room featured table tops and modesty
panels that were created with Kimball Office By Design,
which was paired with Claremont and Pose Seating
solutions.

Solution

Hero Chairs, Conferencing Solutions, Priority Tables and
Campos seating was also utilized to give the new facility the
aesthetic that was representative of the design gkkworks
envisioned. Event was used in the Exam Rooms/Pre Op and
the waiting areas were brought to life utilizing Beo tandem
and Bariatric seating, Villa lounge and Dwell that created
the welcoming space PVMHC aimed to achieve. The space
was completed with Villa being prominent throughout the
corridors.

The Outcome
In celebration of the “Next 100 Years” at PVHMC, the
leadership wanted a timeless and contextual design for
the Outpatient Patient Pavilion. gkkworks designed and
constructed a new three-story 55,000 SF OSHPD 3 building
that projected an image of commitment and advancement
to community healthcare delivery. The LEED Silver certified
Outpatient Pavilion houses multiple outpatient services
including PTOT, OT and the new administration on the top
floor with a bird’s eye view of the campus Creating a warm
and welcoming public spaces in reception and waiting areas
for each floor while providing furniture that was durable
and performance driven in clinical settings like Physical
and Occupational Therapy Areas and Treatment rooms and
more acute setting of Pre and Post-Surgical Recovery Areas
was accomplished. By incorporating the new interior design
standards, furniture and art program, the Outpatient Pavilion
is complimentary of the original buildings on campus while
reflecting the future of PVHMC healthcare.

“I love seeing people enjoy the new lobby or the
Outpatient Pavilion each time I pass through on my way
to a latest project on campus. We are in the business
of transformation through design, architecture and
construction. This kind of transformation is not possible
without strong partners like Kimball Office,” concluded Kim.

Outcome

